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Viktor Frankl's concepts of neogenic neurosis and existential
vacuum (3, 4, 5, 6) were studied earlier (2) by the Purpose-in-Life
Test (PIL), an attitude scale designed to measure the degree to which
the subject experiences a sense of meaning and purpose in life. The
results from 225 Ss demonstrated the predicted differences between
clinical and "normal" populations, and low relationships between
what the scale measures and the traditional diagnostic categories,
as well as a high relationship to Frankl's own method of measuring
his described existential conditions. Thus the data would support
his theory that when meaning in life is not found, the result is ex
istential frustration. Within the "normal" range this is manifested
as existential vacuum; among patients it assumes the proportions
of neogenic neurosis."

Several other studies also suggested that Frankl's concepts have
a basis in reality and offer advantages in understanding the human
condition (r , 2, 7, 8, 9).

The purpose of the present study was to gather further quanti
tative evidence concerning the validity of Frankl's basic thesis.
Our specific aims were: (a) to cross-validate the previous PIL findings;
(b) to apply the test to further categories of Ss; (c) to explore further
the relationship of Frankl's neogenic neurosis to depression and or
other traditional syndromes; Cd) to learn whether the variable
measured by the PIL can be identified as anomie; and (e) to examine
evidence concerning the influence of social desirability on PIL scores.

IAn abridged version of this paper was delivered before Division 24, American
Psychological Association, New York City, September 3, 1966.

2The data were gathered while the writer was on the staff of the Bradley
Center, Inc., of Columbus, Georgia. Appreciation is hereby expressed for the
Center's support of this research.

3Frankl believes that neogenic neurosis constitutes about 20% of the typical
present-day clinic load. In our earlier study (2) this figure was misquoted as
55% due to a misinterpretation of one of Frankl's articles. The 55% figure should
have referred to the presence of at least some degree of "existential vacuum" in
the general non-clinical population. The writer wishes to express appreciation
to Dr. Viktor Frankl for his interest in and encouragement of the present research.
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Subjects
The s tudy was conduc te d on ) I 5 [ Ss represented by 4 " normal" and 6

psy chiatri c patients groups as descr ibed in Tabl e I. All but Group P4 were
Cauc asian .

TABLE I. GRO UP S O F S UBJECT S

N
De sign a tion Descripti on male fem ale total

"Normal"
NI Successful busin ess and p rofes-

sional personnel ( Rotarians,
Kiwani s, etc. ) 214 16 230a

N 2 Active and leading Protestan t
p ar ishi oners 63 79 142

N3 College undergr adu ates 165 252 417b

N4 Indigent hosp ital patien ts (non-
psychi atric ) 4 12 [6

P sychi atri c
PI N eurotics, ou tpatients, mixed

diagnosis 95 124 225c, d
P2 Ne uro tics, hospi talized 6 7 13
P3 Alcoholics, hospi talized 24 14 38a
P4 Schi zophrenic s, hospitalized , N egro 7 4 11
P5 Schi zophrenics, hosp itali zed 17 24 41

P 6 Psychotics ( non-schizop hre nics) ,
hospi talized 7 II 18

T otal 602 543 1[51d

aI ncludes previous Group J, 14 males and 16 females (2) .
b J ncludes pr eviou s Gr oup IJ, 44 males and 31 fem ales.
cIncludes previous Gr oups 111 and IV, 47 males and 52 females.
dIncludes 6 Ss of unindi cat ed sex.
-Inclu des previous Gr oup V, 14 males an d 7 females.

4Gratitude is her eby expressed to th e following individu als and organizati ons
for th eir vi tal assistanc e in th e gatherin g of the data: T o one of th e major service
clubs of Columbus, Georg ia, whi ch requested to rem ain anon ym ous , for per
mission to adminis ter the PIL to its members (Group N I) ; to th e followin g
Protestant ministers for administer ing th e PIL and other measures to parishioners
and r ating th ese p arish ioners (Group N2) : Rev . A. E . Sizemore, College Park
Preysbyterian Church, Coll ege Park; Rev. J. C. P afford, Stripling T errace M eth
odist Church, Columbus; Rev. A. L. Mil es, Britr David Baptist Church, Colum
bus; R ev. J. S. Wet zel, Edgew ood Me tho dis t Church , Columbus; R ev. Loy Veal,
Sherwood Methodist Church, Columbus; R ev. J. P. Ellwanger, Luther an Church
of the Redeemer, Colum bus; Rev. D. M. Kea, Shil oh M ethodist Chur ch , Shil oh ,
all in Georgia; and R ev. Ger ald M unday, Epwo r th Methodisr Church, Phoen ix
City, Alabama; to th e Adm inistr ation of Georgia Southern Coll ege for testing
249 undergr adu ates (Group N3 ); to Dean J. E . Anderson of Columbus College,
Columbus, Georg ia , for administrati on of test s to 93 undergr adu at es (G roup N 3);
to the soci al service department of the Columb us (G eorgia ) Medical Center
for administ ering tests to indi gent pati ents ( Group N4); to Dr. Robert Wildm an ,
Chi ef Psychologist of Mill edgeville ( Ge orgia) St at e H ospital for testing hos
pitalized p atien ts in Group s P2, P3, P4 , P5 and P6; and to the Family Servi ce
Agency of Columbus, Geo rgia , for testing their clients in Gr ou p PI.
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1nstruments
1. Purpose-in-Life Test (PIL). The revised form used in the present study

omitted for simplicity two items requiring negative scoring, leaving 20 i tems.«
Typical items to be rated from 7 down to J are: "In life I have no goals or aims
at all j r j-e-very clear goals and aims] z]." "I am a very irresponsible person IlI
a very responsible person 171." "Every day is constantly new and different 171
exactly the same as any other II]." The score is the sum of the ratings of the
20 items.

For the 225 cases from the earlier study included here, the test was rescored
for the 20 items. A Pearson's r of .995 was found between the two forms from
50 Ss of Group Pl.

2. Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI). This test was
administered to a su bgroup of 50 Ss in Group PI. I n addition D-scale (depression)
scores were obtained from 93 Ss from one college in Group N3.

3. Srole Anomie Scale (11), was administered to 249 Ss from one college
in Group N3.

4. Ministers' Rating Scale for Parishioners. This is a 6-item 7-point rating
scale composed of such items as: "Subject shows evidence of possessing a clear
set of life goals [7J-no life goals [1 J." This scale was used by the participating
ministers with Group N 2.

PREDICTIONS

1. The order of mean PIL scores for our various groups will be
as they are listed in Table I: (a) for the "normal" groups, from suc
cessful and motivated professional persons down to indigent persons;
(b) for the psychiatric groups, from outpatient neurotics down to
hospitalized psychotics. (c) "Normal" Ss will score significantly
higher than psychiatric SSe Confirmation of these predictions would
add to the construct validity of the PIL as a measure of existential
vacuum and/or neogenic neurosis.

2. PIL scores will correlate with (a) therapists' ratings of patients
on the PIL; (b) ministers' ratings of "normal" parishioners on the
Ministers' Rating Scale. Confirmation of these predictions would
demonstrate concurrent validity of the PIL.

3. There will be no significant relationships between PIL scores
and any of the MMPl scales other than the D-scale, indicating that
what the PIL measures is not identifiable with any of the conventional
psychiatric syndromes, with the possible exception of depression.

4. There will be no more than a moderate relationship between
the PIL and the Srole Anomie Scale. (Some relationship would be

5A copy of the PIL and all materials (other than published tests) used in
this study as well as a more detailed paper from which the present report is
abridged will be sent upon request. Address the writer c/o Psychology Service,
Veterans Administration Hospi tal, Gulfport, l\1iss~~~iPJ=)i_}_9_~()~ _
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predicted due to a partial overlap between the concepts of anomie
and purpose in life.)

RESULTS AND DIS CUSSION

The complete results from the PIL are shown in Table 2. They
will be presented and discussed in the order of the predictions above.
This will be followed by some further finding s.

1. Scores by groups. (a) For the 4 "normal" groups the order
of the means obtained perfectly corresponds to the prediction.

(b) Among the 6 psychiatric groups schizophrenics scored un
expectedly high, especially Group P4, the only Negro group, though
their N of Ii is too small for meaningful interpretation.

Frankl? has suggested that schizophrenics would be expected
by logotherapeutic theory to score relatively high on the PIL for
the following reason : T he hidden or (to the normal person) trivial
meanings which typify schizophrenic thought processes do, however,
constitute genuinely perceived meanings from the phenomenological
point of view. The schizophrenic has created his own significant
world within which he resides purposefully. 1t is only in relation to

the "real" or external world that he experiences conflict. Thus
schizophrenic Ss should respond to it ems on meaning and purpose
in life which tap conscious cognitive processes-as do the PIL items
in a "normal" or meaningful range, since they would tend to relate
these items to their inner world of fantasy. T hus the schizophrenic
may think that his life has meaning and purpose even though to
the external eye this meaning is shallow, inadequate, distorted and
unsatisfactory.

1f this analysis by Frankl is correct, schizophrenics should have
been predicted to score at the top of the psychiatric range or even
within the normal range. This view, however, must await cross
validation with further schizophrenic groups.

(c) The difference between "normal" and psychiatric Ss is highly
significant.

T he first prediction as a whole may be said to be fairly well borne
out by the results, and the construct validity of the PIL is thus
reasonably well suppor ted.

2. Ratings by others. (a) In a procedure which replicated that

6V. E. F r ankl, personal communication, June 5,1 967.



TABLE 2. RE SULTS OF THE P URPOSE IN L IFE T EST( I' lL) I N S UM OF R ATINGS FOR 20 h EMS, BY DIAGNOSTIC GROU PS, 1NC LUD ING
COMPA RISONS BETWEEN GROUP Sa

"00

N
M
SD

"Norm al" subj ects P sychiatric pati ents

N I N 2 N3 N4 1'4 1'5 P2 PI P 3 P6

23° 142 417 16 II 4[ 13 225 38 18
II 8 .90 Il4 · 27 108 ·45 106 .40 108. 00 96 . 66 95 .3 1 93 .3 1 85·37 80·5°
II .31 15 . 28 13 . 98 14 · 49 17 . 7 1 16 .12 18. 36 2 1. 67 19 .4 1 17 . 50
'---' , '------' '------' '------' '------' '------' '-----' '-----'

15. 98****
2 . 20**
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F diff. v ariances
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M
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Group co mbinations:

3 . 13** 3 ·99****

805

112 .42
14 . 0 7

. 56 .3 2

ll 5 !

106 ·47
18 · 94

2 . 62*** . 24 · 39

346
92 . 60
21· 34

2.2 9* · 94
'-;
>
~
tl1
en

o
n
:<'
c::
~
tl:l
>c::
G)

lJ:l

N
M
SD

t diff. Ms

372

1I7 ·1 3
13 . 18

9 . 13****

433
108 · 37

'4. 0 3

65
98 .3 1

17 ·3 7

4 .46**** 2 · 74**

281
9 ' . 4 1

21 ·49

* Differ ence significan t at P < .05
** D iffer ence signi fican t a t P < .01
aFo r descri p tion of groups see T able I.

*** Differ enc e significa n t a t P < .02
**** Di ffer ence significan t a t P < .00 1



of the earlier study, the therapists of the outpatients in group PI
filled out a P IL (after the second therapy session when the dynamics
were fairly well known but before personality was influenced much
by therapy) in the way they th ought the patient should have filled
it ou t in order to be truthful. The correlation between therapist s'
ratings and patient's PIL scores was .38 (N = 50) . In the first study
the correpsonding correla tion was .'27 (N = 37).

(b) The correlation between the ratings by the participating
ministers of their parishioners (Group N '2) on the Ministers' Rating
Scale and th e parishioners' PIL scores was .47 (N = 120). These
results are in line with the level of criterion validity which can usually
be obtained from a single measure of a complex trait.

3. MMPI. The correlations between the PIL and the MMPI
scales for the 50 outpa tients from Group PI revealed only two re
lati onships which were significant at the 1 % level of confidence :
Psych asthenia, - .44, and Depression, - .44. In a similar sample of
50 outpati ents reported in th e earl ier study, however, only Depression
and the K-Scale showed significan t relationships with the PIL.
T hus only Depression has maintained a consistent relationship.

When the D scores of 93 Ss from Group N3 were combined with
those of the 50 Ss from Group PI above, the r with their P IL scores
was - .65 (N = J43), showing a considerable effect of adding the
full ran ge of scores from " normal" to psychiatric Ss, 1t ma y thus be
concluded that what the PIL measure s is not directly identifiable
with any conventional mental syndrom e, excep t perhaps depression.

4- Srole Anomie Scale. The correlation between the PIL and the
Srole in 249 Ss of Group N3 was .48 for 94 male s and .3'2 for ISS
femal es. For a sub-sample of 145 freshm en (55 males and 90 females)
from the same popul ation th e rela tion ship was .34. Thus the moderate
correlation pr edicted was obtained, suggesting that, while the con
cepts of existential vacuum and anomie overlap, they are not the
same.

Beyond the outcomes for which predictions had been made the
following results were obtained.

5. Reliability. The split-half (odd-evenjcorrelation of the PIL
results from 1'20 Ss from Group N'2 yielded a coefficient of .85, cor
rected by the Spearman-Brown formula to .9'2.

6. Sex differences. The PIL mean for all male Ss was 108.68.
SD ± 18.10 (N = 602); for all females it was 1°4.10, SD ± 19.66
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(N = 543). The difference between means is 4.58; t = 4.08, P < .oor.
T he significan tly higher male scores are in reverse of the findings of
the earlier study, which, however, were not significant although
consistent. It is probable that the present higher mean scores for
men are due to Group N 1, successful persons, consisting mostly of
men, 2 T4 out of 230 Ss.

7. Socio-economic variables. A correlation of only .13 between
the PfL and educational level of 122 Ss in Group N 2 suppor ts the
finding s of the previous study as well as those of N yholm (10). The
relationship of the PIL to income level was also obtained from Ss
in Group N2, with a resultant correlation of only .18 (N = 115).
This would cer tainly impl y on the one hand that purposeful, meaning,
ful lives are not limited to those persons with educational oppor
tunity or good income, and on the other, that either education or
income alone do not assure the attainment of meaning in life. How
ever, the fact that Group N 4, indigent hospitalized Ss, had the
lowest scoring level of all "normal" groups, as predicted, supports
the reasonable expectation of some relationship between the PI L
and socio-economic status. The stud y would have most probably
yielded higher correlations for Group N 2, if its Ss, active Protestant
pari shioners, had not been presumably a relatively homogeneous
sample.

SUMMARY

Results with the Purpose-in-Life Test (PIL), having previously
been tried out on 2 25 Ss, are now reported from a slightly revi sed
form with TIS] Ss. T he PIL was found to discriminate between
"normal" and psychiatric groups with high significance. It also
discriminated between the four "normal" groups, ranging from highly
successful to indigent persons. Among the 6 psychiatric groups, the
schizophrenics scored unexpec tedl y high, but otherwise the scores
approximated closely the predicted descending order, ranging from
neurotics through alcoholics to the other psychotics. PIL scores
correlated with therapists, ratings .38 (N = 50 ) and with mini sters'
ratings of their parishoners, .47 (N = 120). What the PIL measures
is not directly identifiable with anomie or any MMPI scale except
perhaps D epression. The instrument is supported as a reliable and
valid measure of Frankl's conception of meaning and purpose in
life, and the results favor the correctness of his formulations in
logoth erapy.
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